As a solar power owner I find it hard to understand why solar power owners are charged more for power that I draw from the grid than all my neighbours with out solar.

Even the delivery to via the poles and wires costs much more.

The 0.05 cents per Kw hour price being paid for export that gets used by my next door neighbours that are charged any thing up to 0.35 cents per Kw hours is un justified.

Why are large power retailers allowed to price gouge like this.

We are lead to believe Green Energy is better for our health and future of the planet but are smashed by these hungry retailers that price gouge.

The State benefits by not having to fund millions to construct large power stations, only to have a retailer steal the power for a fraction of what it is worth.

Also power from battery storage that also smooths out the grid should have an increase in solar power exported to the grid.

As I see it is the biggest con going allowing millions of Victorian solar owners to pay to construct solar systems only to have the retailers not pay a fair price.